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SCIENCENTER  
 TRAVELING EXHIBITIONS
 Rent your next exhibition today!

Discover the awesome  
power of sound! 
This multi-sensory exhibition introduces children and 
adults to the science of sound waves and frequencies by 
encouraging them to make noise, whether it’s conducting 
an orchestra with your whole body, screaming at the top 
of your lungs in the Scream Chamber, or making a movie 
soundtrack.
Sonic Sensation was developed by the Sciencenter.

RENTAL FEE:  

$19,500 
SIZE:

1,500 sf
SHIPPING:

Inbound only | 1 truck
Accompanied by technical 
manual, educational materials, 
and marketing kit



LEARNING 
GOALS

• Sound waves are all around us

• Scientists measure sound in decibels and pitches

• Sound waves hit our ear drums which then send signals to our brains 

• Lifestyle adjustments can help protect our hearing

Exhibit components:

Entry Kiosk
Explore our sonic world! Strike panels of various woods 
and metals to hear their different sounds.

Hanging Banners
Three 6-ft tall Sonic Sensation banners add extra eye-
catching elements to your gallery.

Scream Chamber!
Step in, shut the door…and ROAR! A partner reads 
the decibel meter. Compare your decibels to animal 
sounds. The competition gets fierce and fun!

Seeing Sound
Adjust frequency and amplitude knobs to drive big 
speakers at each end of a long clear tube. Make the 
puffs move and vibrate in amazing patterns.

Invisible Orchestra
That’s you on the monitor! Dance on a carpet and 
move into the motion-sensing zones to play sounds. 
Can you play multiple sounds at once?

Critters in a Cupboard
Hide the cat and cricket in a kitchen cupboard and ask 
a partner to find them by listening only. No peeking!

Hearing Test
Listen to different pitches. Which frequencies can 
you hear with your right ear? How about your left ear? 
Record your results on a chart.

Measuring Sounds
Tap a xylophone to try different notes. The display 
shows you their frequencies.

How Do We Hear?
What’s inside your ears? Find out with this large-scale 
ear model. Launch a billiard ball to show how sound 
hitting the eardrum sends signals to the brain.

Ear This! Giant Ears Graphic
Put your best face forward in this fun family photo op!

Match the Sound
Shake a container and listen. Can you find the other 
container with the matching sound? Flip up the doors. 
Did you hear correctly?

Create a Soundtrack
Add sounds as a movie plays—train whistling, ducks 
quacking, and cows mooing. What is the silliest 
combination you can make? 

Sound Words Reading Area
Relax on a music-themed carpet and learn about 
sound and hearing through books for a range of ages.

High Pitch Low Pitch
Hit colored bells on a rotating turntable. Can you sort 
them into high and low pitches? Flip up the doors to 
see how you did.

Protect Your Hearing
Check out the different kinds of hearing protection. 
What happens if you don’t protect your hearing?

CREATE A SOUNDTRACK Add silly sounds to a movie.

HEARING TEST How do your ears hear different sounds?


